
Portal 12 – Wholo’Ships   Our call to action. The 
creative outreach work that includes us and 
everyone.  
 
Participation Invitation - Birthing Wholo’Teams. 
Outlines to formulas of contribution. Creative Resource 
Generation. Issuing Wholoship tokens  
  
We together can birth this Wholonomics “Miracle-
Field.”  
 
We are not on the Groundfloor. We are The 

Groundfloor!  

 



All you who have tried to make this 
world a better place but in fact have 

had no impact on the world, 
whatsoever, Wholonomics takes your 

activism and activision seriously, 
where our actually making a difference 

is the foundation of abundant 
enoughness…  

  
 



We need change strategies that are 
powerfully imaginative and are 

able to evolve rapidly, that depend 
on local power with Global 

Informing Wisdom. Strategies that 
include all scales of organizing. 

Liberate the indigenous people on 
the frontlines of exploitation. 



Our path has been broken; we are 
not represented in this social 

world. Asking anyone to legislate 
on our behalf is a waste of time. 



Most in the World have been simply 
shutout of opportunity to live their 

Real Potential. Change strategies used 
in the past do not work. In numbers 

beyond tens of millions we are actually 
or virtually in slavery around the 

world. However free you may feel you 
are, they are also you in the Truth that 

is Whole.  
  
 



Those who have woken up, are saying 
that the Projected Mindframe Reality 
is not real. It does not need to bind us 
anymore. This is the big threat to the 

Pyranomic Paradigm Controllers. They 
have tried to marginalize this to the 

edge of the big picture. 
  
 



Wholo’ships are committed to the development 
of Wholonomics through ongoing creative 
engagement with its community and developing 
the systems. As we observe new context and 
incorporate, we evolve as a group. 
 
Any contributor who wants to can become a 
Holoship or Wholo’ship; there are no special 
requirements, other than a willingness to and 
ability to participate in the manifeststreams as a 
team player.  



Becoming a Founding Wholo’ship 
Transceiver is easy, on your 
understanding of what to do.  
 
Wholo’ship Token Distribution 
STO receives 20,000,000 Team Tokens 
or 20 per dollar 5 cents each. 3rd 
round valuation. 
 



Commit to formulas of contribution. 
In the beginning we get by, by striving for 
mature-relationship ability and a desire to 
serve evidenced by a willingness to go the 
extra mile, not leave incompletions and 
maintain positive relationships. 
They align with core principles and values 
to provide valuable contributions over a 
period of time. 

 



Building Community Support  
  
Membership, transployment,  volunteer  
Starting the Community 
The Basics of Online Communities Conceptualization 
How to Grow a Community 
Converting Newcomers in Regulars 
Moderation 
Community Content 
Events Activities 
Relationships Volunteers 
Community Strategy Lifecyle build Commitment 
Recruitment Create effective calls to action 
 



“Work in the invisible world at least as hard as you do 
in the visible.” – Rumi  
 
Inaction and willful distraction is not acceptable 
anymore in a world that poisons our food, pollutes our 
land, air, and water and commits atrocities against, 
man, animal and nature that would be too horrid even 
to put in the most garish and bloodied film. But that’s 
just it. What we are looking at is the egoic 
conflagration of a consciousness burning in its own 
self-created hell. It can be a different world but not 
until we accept our responsibility in making this one 
‘real’. 

 



Doing nothing also supports the current 
system. While apathy is understandable, it 
doesn’t work. Here is Our chance “to translate 
everyone to a new space”. 
 
There are levels of engagement with a manifest-
stream: contributor, member, core team and so 
on 
. 
The core team take responsibility for the success 
of the Whole and assumes whatever they are 
capable of achieving, with the help of the total 
Wholomid.  

 



  
The Core Wholomid creates an innovative 

new work environment.  
Multi dimensions in scope.  

  
Wholo’team members have equal voice and 

equal access to information with agreed upon 
decision making rules for each manifeststream. 

  
Work flows quickly in the direction that the 

most active people are taking it. Decisions about 
what needs to get done and who is going to do 
it are done in a efficient asymptotic manner. 

  



Not everyone has to vote. And those 
who show up are the ones who 
influence what happens. People 

choose what to work on freely not 
based on what they are told to do, but 

based on what is important to the 
team and they feel inspired to 

complete. 
  
. 



These inspiration-based work principles are the 
same methods that allow unfunded, volunteer-

run open source developers to successfully 
compete with massive-commercial enterprises. 

  
We are replacing the command and control 

hierarchy with a collaborative and co-creative 
model. 

  
 



In this new model, there are no bosses and no 
job titles, but there are different levels of 
engagement with manifeststreams. 
  
Where the individual plays an active, direct and 
personal part in the running of a Whole, 
assuring  them reintegration with existence, 
this when traditional frameworks and 
institutional authorities are in decline or failing 
in their mission or do not on any level engage 
the person’s psyche. 



How does one become a contributor? 
There is no application process to 
become a contributor. Once you have 
completed a work item, you are 
automatically made a contributor. In 
addition, if you are invited to a 
manifest-stream by an existing 
member, you are automatically made 
a contributor. 



Contributors have completed a 
manifeststream.  
 
Anyone can become a contributor; no 
specific skill requirements and no selection 
process.  
 
Step one to becoming a Holoship is by 
creating and receiving 144 Wholotokens in 
results. Proof by work 

 
 



You might do this by adding new ideas to Work 
Streams participating in the discussion: commenting 
on Work Items, and in the forums 
starting or joining Work Items providing feedback  
informing the organization of strengths and 
weaknesses from a new user perspective 
keeping the group accountable to its mission and 
values, providing moral support (a ‘thank you’ goes a 
long way 
supporting other users 
Contributors are welcome to participate as much as 
possible.  

  
 



Contributors engage with the enterprise 
through the manifest-stream dashboards. They 
can start (or join) any open manifest item. In 
addition to starting and joining manifest Items, 
users can use the dashboard to vote in the 
following ways: 
prioritizing existing manifest items 
voting on new ideas (agree/disagree) 
estimating the effort for suggested Work Items 
accepting completed manifest Items 
(accept/reject) 

 



All these votes are non-binding. Meaning they 
don't actually affect the outcome of the items 
being voted on, but serve as a way for the 
community's vote to be heard.  
As Contributors gain experience and familiarity 
with the project, their profile within, and 
commitment to, the Wholomid will increase. At 
some stage, they may find themselves being 
nominated for Membership.  

 



How does one become a contributor? 
There is no application process to 
become a contributor. Once you have 
completed a work item, you are 
automatically made a contributor.  If 
you are invited to a manifest-stream 
by an existing member, you are 
automatically made a contributor. 



–      120 Time Notes at 1 hour par for the 
Founding Action, or 
 
–      240 Time Notes at 1 hour par of Training 
and Study and Research and posting or  
 
 –      Introducing 12 others who become 
Founding Wholo’ships and make this same 
commitment or  

 



–      Giving $12,000. or 
–      XX,000 Solamid tokens or 
–      Organize 12 enlisting events or 
Contribute items with $48,000 in value to the 
project or 
–      Any proportional combination of above 
contributed in a decentralized manner in one 
year. 



http://api.ning.com/files/JYC2mJd5NlFxc22kYBh0CNNZxMiTfL6YWtQtFUBKQUkTPuJYb8tWXUq3WM3Z9ag9wVQE1PfuFU37cUTFbf*3JmMIfoxT-YPF/wwork5.png


 
Stage Two  12 Wholo’Ships have 
committed Worth to 
–      14,400 Time Notes or 
–      28,800 Time Notes of training and 
Wholonomic  Study and Research 
–      Recruiting 144 parties to become 
Founding Dimension Two 
Wholo’Ships 



–      $144,000 in dollar or equivalent assets 
–      144 events to engage the population 
–      $144 x 48,000 in Wholo’Current exchange-
shares 
–      Or, any proportional combination of above 
–      Seed 12 new  



Any proportional combination of above, 
decentralized contributing. 
 
Multiply your contribution 12 fold, to 
144,000 Operational Wholo’Currents. The 
first Dimension core has 12 times or 
144,000 Wholo’Currents redeemable 
through the later Dimensions of the 
Wholomid. 

 



Stage Three The Wholomid Dimension Two  
144 Wholo’Ships have committed to contribute 
Worth to 
–      172,800 Time Notes or 
–      345,600 Time Notes of training and 
Wholonomic  Study and Research 
–      Recruiting 1728 parties to become Wholo’Ships 
–      $1,728,000 in dollar or equivalent assets 
–      1,728 events to engage the population 
–  48,000 in Wholo’Current shares 
 
 



Seed 144 Wholomids 
Any proportional combination of above 
contributing in a radically decentralized 
manner. 
 
Multiply your increase 12 fold, to 
1,728,000 Operational Wholo’Currents. 
The first Dimension has 12 times 1,728,000 
Wholo’Tokens becoming valued. 



Master Team Skills 
  

Operations Management 
Accounting and Financial Management 

Legal Services Liaison 
Process Planning 

Personal Co-ordination 
Packaging 

Graphics Copyediting 
Computer Network Engineering 

Marketing 
Webmaster Talents 

 



MLM Marketing 
MD..XL.. Design 

Social Architecture 
Internet Video 

Alternative Economics 
Currency Creator 

Barter 
Database Engineering 

Spiritual Roots 

 



Securities 
Events Promoter 

Project Management 
Internet Promotion 

Education 
Peer-to-peer 
Social Justice 

Ecological Focus 
NGO Coordinator 

 


